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Hot and loud without the heat and noise
The changing face of media requires new ways to integrate this revolution into an existing home viewing experience. 
Enjoying a library of unlimited music and video content is possible using the ViewSonic VMP74.  With no moving parts 
and generating no heat, the VMP74 invisibly integrates into any home cinema environment.

In addition to online video sources such as BBC iPlayer * and YouTube, the VMP74 connects to social networks such 
as Flickr and Facebook allowing constant access within a big screen experience.

The powerful processor of the VMP performs seamless 1080p up-scaling of most video formats and delivers cinema 
quality audio.

Full HD Digital Media PlayerVMP74
Infinite Digital Entertainment

*VMP74: BBCi Player is available on the VMP74 in the UK only



VMP74
Infinite Digital Entertainment

Multi-format support:
The VMP74/75 support all major video, audio and photo 
formats, including MKV,AVI, MOV, JPG, WAV, MP4, MP3, FLAC
and Internet radio broadcasts.

Video-on-Demand from all over the world:

Internet surfing:
Thanks to the solid Internet functions of VMP74, it is possible to 
freely explore the internet and visit social networking sites 
without using a dedicated expensive and power hungry PC.

Full HD video and audio support:

Versatile connectivity:

Social network supports:
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Chipset
Resolution
Video Streaming

Video Format

Audio Format

Photo Format
Subtitle
Network
File System
Content Protection
USB + e SATA
Ouput connectors
Dimensions
Weight
Feature

Sigma Designs SMP8655AD
480p-720p-1080p
MPEG2 (Up to 80Mbps)
MPEG4 (Up to 80Mbps)
DivX 3/4/5/6/ X Vid(Up to 80Mbps)
H.264   (Up to 80Mbps)
VC-1    (Up to 80Mbps)
WMV9 (Up to 80Mbps) 
.avi/.wmv/mpg/.iso/.vob/.ifo/.mp4/.asf/.tp/.ts/.m2
ts/.mov(H.264)/.mkv/.trp
.mp3/.wma/.acc/.dts/.flac/.ogg/.pcm/.lpcm/ 
.wav
JPEG, TIFF, PNG, GIF, BMP
.srt/.ssa/.idx/.smi/.sub/.idx+sub/.aas/.txt
Ethernet
NTFS, FAT16, FAT32, EXT3
Windows DRM
(USB +eSATA - SATA Host) x2
HDMI 1.3、Composite A/V and Optical SPDIF
132(L)x101(W) x28(H) mm
220g
DMA/IPTV/Signage/ internet/UPNP
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Video programs can be streamed from sources such as the
BBC iPlayer or YouTube for virtually an unlimited selection of
online content.

The entire ViewSonic   VMP Series delivers Full HD and
high-fidelity Dolby Digital audio through the digital HDMI
1.3 and optical interfaces interface as standard.

®

The VMP74 features built-in Ethernet, e-SATA  and USB interfaces
for external storage and uPnP file access via the Internet or 
home network.

Take advantage of social networking and live information feeds
such as RSS broadcasts, Flickr and Facebook all in the comfort of
your own environment.

*VMP74: BBCi Player is available on the VMP74 in the UK only


